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Bell nonlocality can be formulated in terms of a resource theory with local-hidden variable mod-
els as resourceless objects. Two such theories are known, one built upon local operations assisted
by shared randomness (LOSRs) and the other one allowing, in addition, for prior-to-input classical
communication. We show that prior communication, although unable to create nonlocality, leads
to wirings not only beyond LOSRs but also not contained in a much broader class of (nonlocality-
generating) global wirings. Technically, this is shown by proving that it can improve the statistical
distinguishability between Bell correlations optimised over all fixed measurement choices. This has
implications in nonlocality quantification, and leads us to a natural universal definition of Bell non-
locality measures. To end up with, we also consider the statistical strength of nonlocality proofs. We
point out some issues of its standard definition in the resource-theoretic operational framework, and
suggest simple fixes for them. Our findings reveal non-trivial features of the geometry of the set of
wirings and may have implications in the operational distinguishability of nonlocal behaviors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bell nonlocality is an exotic quantum phenomenon by
which correlations between the outcomes of space-like
separated measurements cannot be explained by local
hidden-variable theories, i.e., by any classical model re-
laying exclusively on past common causes [1, 2]. Apart
from their fundamental implications, such nonlocal cor-
relations have been identified as a valuable resource
for practical information-theoretic tasks, such as quan-
tum key distribution [3–5], perfect-randomness expan-
sion [6, 7] and [8, 9] amplification, or distributed com-
putations [10], e.g. These protocols exploit the nonlocal
correlations shared between distant users as physical re-
sources, and process their generated classical informa-
tion locally, with the aid of a-priori communicated bits
or shared randomness. In these scenarios, Bell nonlocal-
ity plays the role of an operational resource for classical-
information processing, i.e., one that can be composed,
acted on, and transformed between its different forms,
depending on one’s needs [11–14]. This is formalised by
so-called resource theories of Bell nonlocality [15–18].
Resource theories constitute powerful formalisms in
quantum information for the abstract treatment of a
physical property as an operational resource. They have
been built also for other types of quantum nonlocal-
ity, such as entanglement [19] and Einstein-Podolski-
Rosen steering [20], as well as athermal states [21], quan-
tum coherence [22], and several other notorious prop-
erties of quantum systems (see, e.g., Ref. [23] and ref-
erences therein). A resource theory identifies a set of
mathematical objects – describing states of the physi-
cal system under scrutiny –, a subset thereof of unin-
teresting objects – composed of the states without the
property considered the resource in question –, and a
class of free operations – consisting of physical transfor-
mations under which the resourceless subset is closed.
For Bell nonlocality, two classes of free operations are
well studied: one restricted to local operations assisted by
shared randomness (LOSR) [17, 18] and the other allow-
ing also for communication that contains no informa-
tion about the measurement settings of the transformed
object, called wirings and prior-to-input classical communi-
cation (WPICCs) [15]. Until this work, it was not clear
whether these two classes displayed any difference. In
fact, they have sometimes been referred to as the same
single class [17, 18]. Here, we clarify this question show-
ing that the classes are actually inequivalent.
On the other hand, central to any resource theory is
the distinguishability between the objects considered,
and, in particular, the distinguishability between re-
sourceful and resourceless ones. The distinguishability
between Bell correlations was studied in Ref. [24]. There,
a measure of statistical distinguishability between the
measurement outcomes of a given nonlocal device and
any local one, called the statistical strength of nonlocal-
ity proofs, was put forward. However, such measure
was derived from a game-theoretic perspective and con-
sistency with resource-theoretic operational approaches
to nonlocality was not checked for.
Here, we study the interconnection between the two
main resource theories of Bell non-locality, based on the
paradigms of LOSRs and WPICCs, in view of the op-
erational task of distinguishing Bell boxes. To begin
with, we derive an explicit parametrisation for a generic
WPICC map. Then, we show that WPICCs can be used
to increase the statistical distinguishability between two
Bell boxes. This is, in contrast, impossible not only with
LOSRs, but also with the more general global wirings
(GWs), defined analogously to LOSRs but with arbitrary
nonlocal correlations playing the role of shared random-
ness. Technically, this is proven by showing that the rel-
ative entropy between Bell-box behaviors increases un-
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2der WPICCs, while it can only decrease under all GWs.
We then move on to study the quantification of Bell
nonlocality with respect to the two different resource
theories. In particular, we show that every nonlocality
measure with respect to LOSRs is also a valid measure
with respect to WPICCs, and that the converse holds if
the quantifier satisfies the natural requirement of con-
vexity. This leads us to a universal definition of Bell non-
locality monotones, consistent with both resource theo-
ries. As an example of such monotone, we provide a
definition of the relative entropy of nonlocality in terms
of the relative entropy between behaviors. Finally, we
probe the three variants, introduced in Ref. [24], of the
statistical strength of nonlocality proofs as Bell nonlo-
cality monotones. One of them coincides with the rel-
ative entropy of nonlocality and is, therefore, automat-
ically a nonlocality monotone. We prove that, from the
other two, one is a Bell nonlocality monotone whereas
the other one is not even monotonous under LOSRs. We
end up by providing physical arguments by which, from
the two variants defining satisfactory non-locality mea-
sures, we find one better than the other as quantifier of
the statistical strength of nonlocality proofs, even from
a game-theoretic perspective.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we in-
troduce the basic notions and notation. In Sec. III we
discuss the different classes of transformations between
Bell boxes. An explicit analytic expression for generic
WPICCs is provided there too. In Sec. IV we prove that
the relative entropy between behaviors can increase un-
der WPICCs, while it can only decrease under GWs. In
Sec. V we study generic Bell nonlocality monotones and,
in particular, the relative entropy of nonlocality. In Sec.
VI we revisit statistical strength of nonlocality proofs
from a resource-theoretic perspective. We finish the pa-
per in Sec. VII with a few relevant final remarks.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the basics of Bell nonlo-
cality [2]. We consider two space-like separated experi-
menters, Alice and Bob, who make local measurements
on a bipartite system composed of two black-box de-
vices. Alice’s box has x ∈ [sA] measurement settings (in-
puts) and a ∈ [rA] measurement results (outputs) and,
similarly, Bob’s box admits y ∈ [sb] inputs and returns
b ∈ [rB ] outputs, where sA, rA, sb, rB ∈ N, and the
notation [n] := {0, . . . , n − 1}, for any n ∈ N, has been
introduced. For notational simplicity, but without loss
of generality, we take s := sA = Sb and r := rA = rB .
The experiment is described by a normalised bipartite
conditional probability distribution
P := {P (a, b|x, y)}a,b∈[r], x,y∈[s], (1)
where P (a, b|x, y) is the conditional probability of ob-
taining the output values a and b given that the input
values x and y. We refer to any normalised bipartite
conditional probability distribution as a black-box behav-
ior or, simply, behavior, for short.
Since the measurements constitute space-like sepa-
rated events, the statistics must fulfil the no-signaling
principle, given by the well-known conditions
P (b|y) =
∑
a′
P (a′, b|x′, y) ∀ x′ ∈ [s], (2a)
P (a|x) =
∑
b′
P (a, b′|x, y′) ∀ y′ ∈ [s], (2b)
for all a, b ∈ [r] and x, y ∈ [s]. That is, the
marginal conditional distribution {P (a|x, y)}a∈[r], x,y∈[s]
({P (a|x, y)}b∈[r], y∈[s]) for Alice (Bob) should not depend
on Bob’s (Alice’s) measurement choice. We refer to the
set of all behaviors that fulfil the linear constraints (2) as
NS. In addition, we denote by Q the set of all quantum
behaviors, i.e., all those that can be expressed as
P (a, b|x, y) = Tr [%ABMax ⊗M by] , (3)
where %AB is a bipartite quantum state and Max and
M by are local measurement operators corresponding to
Alice and Bob, respectively. In turn, we call L the set
of all local behaviors, i.e., all those for which there ex-
ists a normalised probability distribution PΛ and two
normalised conditional probability distributionsPA|X,Λ
and PB|Y,Λ such that
P (a, b|x, y) =
∑
λ
PΛ(λ)PA|X,Λ(a|x, λ)PB|Y,Λ(b|y, λ),
(4)
for all a, b ∈ [r] and x, y ∈ [s]. The variable λ is called
a local-hidden variable and the decomposition (4) is ac-
cordingly referred to as a local-hidden variable (LHS)
model for the behavior. It is a well-known fact that
L ⊂ Q ⊂ NS. (5)
Finally, we say that any P /∈ L is a nonlocal behavior, and
refer to this fact as nonlocality.
III. NONLOCALITY AS AN OPERATIONAL RESOURCE
Here, we focus on nonlocality as an operational re-
source for information-theoretic tasks. This is for-
malised by so-called resource theories [15, 17, 18, 20].
Resource theories are composed of three main ele-
ments: i) mathematical objects describing the system un-
der scrutiny; ii) a particular property of such objects con-
sidered the valuable resource; and iii) a class of free oper-
ations for the resource, i.e. physical transformations ful-
filling the essential requirement of mapping all free ob-
jects (i.e., those without the resource) into free objects.
For Bell nonlocality, these three components are:
i) behaviors P ∈ NS;
3  
Figure 1. Circuit representation of the three main types of Bell-box wirings. Panel a) shows a generic LOSR wiring. There,
the inputs of the final box P f are processed by an input box with local behavior I(L), whose outputs are input to the initial box
P 0. The outputs produced by P 0 are, in turn, processed by an output box with local behavior O(L), which has as inputs all
previously generated dits, without any exchange of dits between Alice and Bob’s sides. The outputs ofO(L) are the final outputs.
Panel b) shows an example of the class WPICC, which allows for communication between the users provided it does not carry
any information about the final inputs. In the example, Bob measures his initial local box before his final input is decided. He
chooses his initial input with a single-partite box DY without inputs. The output of his initial box is sent to Alice, who uses it,
together with her final input, to choose her initial input according to a single-partite behavior I(A). The remaining dit processing
is the same as in a LOSR wiring. Finally, in panel c), a generic GW wiring is displayed. The circuitry there is analogous to that
of LOSR wirings, except that the input and output boxes are governed by generic nonlocal behaviors I and O, respectively, not
restricted to L. In fact, I andO need in general not even be in NS. Important sub-classes of GW are the no-signaling and quantum
wirings, obtained when I and O are restricted to NS and Q, respectively. While LOSR and WPICC are classes of nonlocality-free
wirings, GW can create Bell nonlocality, i.e., it can map local behaviors into nonlocal ones.
ii) nonlocality, i.e., that P /∈ L;
iii) physical transformations under which L (the set of
free objects) is closed, i.e., that do not create nonlo-
cality.
Importantly, the requirement that the free operations
leave L invariant is necessary but not sufficient to spec-
ify the concrete class of free operations. Typically, this
specification is made on the basis of the physical restric-
tions native of the scenario where nonlocality serves as
a resource. Consequently, in general, there can be multi-
ple classes of free operations, and, therefore, of resource
theories, for the same resource, as we discuss next.
A. Two resource theories of Bell nonlocality
We restrict throughout to the paradigm of linear maps
from behaviors into behaviors. Each such transforma-
tion can be physically realised by wiring inputs and out-
puts of the initial black-box measurement devices with
the inputs and outputs of other black boxes [26, 27].
Hence, from now on, we refer to any linear black-box
transformation as a wiring.
Within a resource theory of nonlocality [17, 18], a
wiringW is a free operation for nonlocality if
P f =W (P 0) ∈ L, ∀ P ∈ L. (6)
P f := {Pf(α, β|χ, ψ)}α,β∈[rf ], χ,ψ∈[sf ] represents the final
behavior after the transformationW on an initial behav-
ior P 0 of the form (4), where Pf(α, β|χ, ψ) is the condi-
tional probability of obtaining the output values α and
β given that the input values χ and ψ for the final box.
Note that, in full generality, we allow the cardinality of
the alphabets of inputs and outputs to change (from s
and r to sf and rf , respectively). We refer to any wiring
that is a free operation for nonlocality as a nonlocality-
free wiring, or, for short, simply a free wiring. There are
two non-trivial classes of free wirings known.
1. Local operations and shared-randomness
The first class is called local operations assisted by shared
randomness (see, e.g., Ref. [17] for a review on the topic).
This class, which we denote as LOSR, encodes the phys-
ical restriction that Alice and Bob can only process the
classical information available locally, without any com-
munication between them. It is composed of all wirings
WLOSR explicitly parametrised by P f = WLOSR (P 0),
4with
Pf(α, β|χ, ψ) :=
∑
a,b,x,y
O(L)(α, β|a, b, x, y, χ, ψ)×
P0(a, b|x, y)× I(L)(x, y|χ, ψ), (7)
where I(L) and O(L) are arbitrary boxes in L. That is,
the input and output dits of the initial box P 0 are pro-
cessed (wired) locally, as sketched in Fig. 1 a), with
(well-normalised) input and output behaviors I(L) and
O(L) that admit both a LHV model, to produce the in-
put and output dits of the final box P f. It is known facts
that if P 0 ∈ L thenWLOSR(P 0) ∈ L and if P 0 ∈ NS then
WLOSR(P 0) ∈ NS. Examples of wirings in LOSR are local
relabelings of inputs or outputs and mixing with a local
behavior [17].
2. Wirings and prior to inputs classical communication
The second class is commonly known as wirings and
prior-to-input classical communication [34]. This is the
classWPICC of all wiringsWWPICC operationally defined
by the following two-stage sequence (see Fig. 1 b) [15].
1. Preparation phase: Alice and Bob are allowed to use
the initial box, i.e., to choose x and/or y, generat-
ing a and/or b, respectively, and to communicate
x, y, a, b, or any other random bit of their choice,
before the final inputs χ and ψ are chosen.
2. Measurement phase: Once χ and ψ are chosen, Alice
and Bob apply a generic LOSR wiring.
This sequence unambiguously defines the class WPICC.
In App. A, we provide an explicit parametrisation of
generic wirings in the class. The analytic expression ob-
tained is somewhat cumbersome due to the many dif-
ferent options that branch off during the preparation
phase, but it can be written in a simplified form as
WWPICC(P 0) := pL(P 0) + (1− p)WLOSR(P 0), (8)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, WLOSR ∈ LOSR, and L is a linear
map from NS to L, i.e., L(P 0) ∈ L for all P 0 ∈ NS.
From Eq. (8), one immediately sees that if P 0 ∈ L then
WWPICC(P 0) ∈ L and ifP 0 ∈ NS thenWWPICC(P 0) ∈ NS.
Besides, it clearly holds that
LOSR ⊆WPICC. (9)
However, as we show in Corolary 4 in Sec. IV B, the
reciprocal turns out not to be true.
As a final but important remark, we note that, if
P 0 /∈ NS, causal loops can arise due to the prepara-
tion phase. For instance, in the second panel of Fig. 1,
the initial output b is used to choose the initial input x.
This can clearly introduce a causal loop if P 0 is signal-
ing from Alice to Bob. If, on the contrary, P 0 ∈ NS, such
problems are avoided and the preparation phase is con-
sistent. Hence, throughout, we restrict the domain of
WPICC wirings to the set NS of no-signaling behaviors.
See App. A for more details about WPICC.
B. Nonlocal wirings
Next, we consider a third class of wirings, which we
call global wirings and denote by GW. GW is not a class
of free operations for Bell nonlocality, but it is relevant
to the results we discuss below. The class is composed
of all the wiringsWGW that act globally on the input and
output dits, without any restriction of locality or even
no-signaling. They process P 0 as an effective single-
partite distribution with the inputs (x, y) and outputs
(a, b) treated as higher-dimensional single-partite inputs
and outputs, respectively. They are defined as the LOSR
wirings but with generic (instead of local) boxes wired
to the input and output dits of the initial box, explicitly
parametrised by P f =WGW (P 0), with
Pf(α, β|χ, ψ) :=
∑
a,b,x,y
O(α, β|a, b, x, y, χ, ψ)×
P0(a, b|x, y)× I(x, y|χ, ψ), (10)
with I and O arbitrary (possibly even signaling) boxes.
By construction, it clearly holds that
LOSR ⊂ GW. (11)
Furthermore, for any two arbitrary behaviorsP 0 andP f
there exists WGW ∈ GW such that P f = WGW(P 0). A
simple way to see this is by constructing a global wiring
WGW that bypasses P 0 and directly generates P f, i.e.,
by taking O(·, ·|α, β, χ, ψ, ·, ·) = P f for all α, β, χ, and
ψ. Clearly, such WGW can map initial local boxes to ar-
bitrary (no-signaling as well as signaling) final boxes.
However, as we see in Sec. IV B, surprisingly, this does
not imply that GW contains all physical wirings.
Finally, since GW wirings can map no-signaling be-
haviors out of NS, and since WPICC wirings are well-
defined only on behaviors in NS, GW wirings cannot in
general be composed with WPICC wirings. This sug-
gests to consider a fourth class: the no-signaling wirings,
which we denote by NSW. This class comprises all
global wirings for which I,O ∈ NS, i.e., it is defined also
by Eq. (10) but with the restriction that the boxes with
which the inputs and outputs of the initial behavior are
wired are described by no-signaling distributions. The
class NSW is a highly relevant in a variety of physical
scenarios. Nevertheless, below, we prove our results di-
rectly for the superset GW. The validity of our results
for the subset NSW is automatic by inclusion.
5IV. PRIOR CLASSICAL COMMUNICATION
IMPROVES BOX DISTINGUISHABILITY
In this section, we study the inclusion relationships
between the different classes of wirings. We show that
the set WPICC is strictly larger than LOSR. Even more
surprisingly, we also show that WPICC is not contained
in GW. Far from being a mere mathematical curiosity,
we show the implications of these inclusions in the op-
erational task of distinguishing black boxes.
A. The relative entropy between behaviors as a measure
of their distinguishability
Consider two arbitrary behaviors with equal alpha-
bets of inputs and outputs: P , given by Eq. (1), and P ′,
given by
P ′ := {P ′(a, b|x, y)}a,b∈[r], x,y∈[s]. (12)
Imagine next that we wish the distinguish them by
choosing their inputs according to a generic joint prob-
ability distribution D := {D(x, y)}x,y∈[s] and then com-
paring the resulting overall input-output statistics, i.e.:
P ·D :={P (a, b|x, y)D(x, y)}a,b∈[r], x,y∈[s] (13a)
and
P ′ ·D :={P ′(a, b|x, y)D(x, y)}a,b∈[r], x,y∈[s]. (13b)
The distinguishability between the two probability dis-
tributions can be quantified by the relative entropy (RE) S,
also known as the Kullback-Leibler divergence [28]. More
precisely, for any two distributions Q := {Q(z)}z and
Q′ := {Q′(z)}z , the RE of Q with respect to Q′ is de-
fined as
S
(
Q‖Q′) :=∑
z
Q(z) log
(
Q(z)
Q′(z)
)
. (14)
S is the most-widely accepted measure of distinguisha-
bility between two probability distributions [25, 28–
30, 33]. In the asymptotic infinite-sample scenario [28–
30], S
(
Q‖Q′) quantifies the statistical confidence that a
sample z generated byQ gives, on average, in favour of
the hypothesis that the data have indeed been sampled
from Q and against the hypothesis that the data have
been produced byQ′.
Thus, the RE
S
(
P ·D‖P ′ ·D) :=∑
a,b∈[r], x,y∈[s]
P (a, b|x, y)D(x, y)× log
(
P (a, b|x, y)
P ′(a, b|x, y)
)
=
∑
x,y∈[s]
D(x, y)S
(
P (·, ·|x, y)‖P ′(·, ·|x, y))
(15)
of P ·D with respect to P ′ ·Dmeasures the average dis-
tinguishability between the outputs of P and P ′ when
the inputs are chosen according to the common distribu-
tion D. In Eq. (15), P (·, ·|x, y) and P ′(·, ·|x, y) stand for
the probability distributions over the outputs obtained
from P and P ′, respectively, for a fixed choice of inputs
(x, y).
This motivates a very reasonable definition for the rel-
ative entropy between behaviors, namely, by optimising
the overall distinguishability S
(
P ·D‖P ′ ·D) over all
possible input distributionsD:
Definition 1 (behavior RE) The relative entropy
Sb
(
P ‖P ′) of P with respect to P ′ is defined by
Sb
(
P ‖P ′) := max
D
S
(
P ·D‖P ′ ·D)
= max
x,y∈[s]
S
(
P (·, ·|x, y)‖P ′(·, ·|x, y)) . (16)
Equality (16) follows immediately from Eq. (15) and the
positive semi-definiteness of S
(
P (·, ·|x, y)‖P ′(·, ·|x, y)).
Sb
(
P ‖P ′) thus measures the statistical distinguishabil-
ity between the output probability distributions given
by the behaviors P and P ′ when their inputs are fixed
at the optimal values that maximise the output distin-
guishability in question.
The RE between probability distributions is known
to be contractive – i.e., non-increasing – under all lin-
ear maps between probability distributions. Contractiv-
ity under physical transformations is a property of ut-
termost importance for any reasonable measure of dis-
tinguishability. For instance, the RE between quantum
states is known to be contractive under generic com-
pletely positive maps [31, 32], whereas the RE between
steering assemblages is known to be contractive under
the free operations of steering [20]. In App. B, we prove
the analogous for the behavior RE under GW wirings:
Theorem 2 (Contractivity of Sb under GW) Let P , P ′ ∈
NS be any two no-signaling behaviors. Then
Sb
(WGW(P )‖WGW(P ′)) ≤ Sb (P ‖P ′) (17)
for allWGW ∈ GW.
Note that, by the inclusion relationship (11), Thm. 2 au-
tomatically implies that Sb is contractive under LOSR
wirings. Consequently, if only LOSR or GW wirings are
considered, Sb can be taken as a physically reasonable
measure of distinguishability between behaviors. In the
next section, we show that, surprisingly, this does not
hold for WPICC wirings.
B. WPICC outperforms GW at distinguishing behaviors
The RE between behaviors proves additionally a use-
ful tool to assess the relationship between the different
classes of wirings. From the study of Sb, we discover an
unexpected inequivalence betweenWPICC and GW. For
that, we first realise the following surprising fact.
6GW
LOSR
WPICC
Figure 2. Inclusion relationships among the three classes
of wirings. In spite of being nonlocality free, some wirings
with prior-to-input classical communication are out of the set
of global wirings, which are, in general, not nonlocality free.
Theorem 3 (Non-contractivity of Sb under WPICC) There
exist wiringsWWPICC ∈ WPICC and behaviors P , P ′ ∈ NS
such that
Sb
(WWPICC(P )‖WWPICC(P ′)) > Sb (P ‖P ′) (18)
The theorem is proven in App. C by explicit example
construction. An immediate implication is that the class
WPICC is not only not equivalent to LOSR but also it is
not even contained in GW. This follows as a corollary of
Thm. 3 together with Thm. 2.
Corollary 4 (Non-inclusion of WPICC in GW) There exist
wiringsWWPICC ∈ WPICC such thatWWPICC /∈ GW. That
is,
WPICC 6⊂ GW. (19)
The corollary reveals a very unexpected feature of the
internal geometry of the set of wirings, schematically
depicted in Fig. 2.
Before we finish this section, let us shortly elabo-
rate on the physical implications of Theorem 3 in the
information-theoretic task of distinguishing two behav-
iors P and P ′. It is clear that Sb satisfactorily quanti-
fies the average distinguishability between output sam-
ples of P and P ′ for the optimal choice of fixed inputs.
For this task, Theorem 3 implies that it is sometimes bet-
ter to first apply a WPICC wiring WWPICC to the behav-
iors and only then choose the optimal inputs (the ones
maximising the distinguishability between output sam-
ples of WWPICC(P ) and WWPICC(P ′), instead of P and
P ′). So, one clearly concludes that WPICC outperforms
LOSR, and even GW, at distinguishing Bell boxes for the
(restricted) input-choice strategy in question. However,
Theorem 3 also tells us, on the other hand, that Sb, as de-
fined in Def. 1, cannot be considered a satisfactory mea-
sure of the overall distinguishability between P and P ′
(under generic input-choice strategies). As mentioned
above, an essential requirement for a bona fide measure
of distinguishability is that it does not increase under
physical transformations. As implied by Thm. 2, Sb
fulfils this requirement when P and P ′ are treated as
monopartite objects – i.e., with the pair (x, y) seen as a
single-partite input chosen before any output is gener-
ated. However, it does not when the fact that P and P ′
are bipartite objects is explicitly exploited, namely, e.g.,
when the input to one of the boxes is chosen depending
on the output of the other box.
The previous discussion is particularly relevant in sce-
narios where one wishes to estimate the statistical confi-
dence that nonlocal behaviors give as nonlocality proofs
[24], i.e., the average distinguishability between a given
nonlocal behavior and any behavior in L. In the litera-
ture, Sb has been employed as the canonical measure of
that statistical strength. Nonetheless, the analysis above
puts the canonical approach into question and suggests
to study distinguishability measures from a resource-
theoretic perspective. This is what we do in the next
two sections.
V. BELL NONLOCALITY MONOTONES
The basic necessary condition for a function to be a
satisfactory measure of Bell nonlocality from a resource-
theoretic viewpoint is that it is non-increasing under the
free operations for Bell nonlocality [15, 17, 18]. For the
free wirings, this is formalised by the following defini-
tion.
Definition 5 (LOSR andWPICCmonotones) A function f :
NS→ R≥0 is an LOSR (WPICC) monotone if:
i) f(P ) = 0 for all P ∈ L, and
ii) for any P ∈ NS, f(P ) ≥ f (W(P )) for all W ∈
LOSR (WPICC).
Note that, due to the inclusion relation (9), anyWPICC
monotone is automatically also an LOSR monotone. In
the following lemma we show that the converse impli-
cation also holds.
Lemma 6 (Bell nonlocality monotones) Let f : NS → R≥0
be an LOSR monotone, then f is also a WPICC monotone.
The lemma follows from Eq. (8) and from the fact that
any convex mixture of a given P with a local behavior
(even when the latter is a function of P ) can always be
realized by some specific WPICC wiring applied on P
[17]. This implies that for every W ∈ WPICC and P ∈
NS, there exists some W ′ ∈ LOSR such that W(P ) =
W ′(P ). Hence, it follows that
f(W(P )) = f(W ′(P )) ≤ f(P ), (20)
where the inequality is due to the LOSR monotonicity of
f . The lemma motivates a unified definition of quanti-
fiers of Bell nonlocality.
Definition 7 (Bell nonlocality monotones) We call any
LOSR or WPICC monotone a Bell nonlocality monotone.
Next, we construct a Bell nonlocality monotone based
on the behavior RE of Def. 1.
7A. The relative entropy of nonlocality
One can define the relative entropy of Bell nonlocality fol-
lowing the analogous procedure to that used for the REs
of entanglement [36] or steering [20], e.g. That is, for any
P ∈ NS, the RE of nonlocality of P is defined as
Snl(P ) := min
P L∈L
Sb (P ‖P L) . (21)
In other words, Snl(P ) is the minimal behavior RE of
P with respect to any local behavior. The RE (21) was
originally introduced in Ref. [24] as one of the variants
of the so-called statistical strength of nonlocality proofs, us-
ing game-theoretic considerations, as discussed in detail
in Sec. VI. An advantage of defining the RE of nonlocal-
ity in terms of the RE between behaviors as in Eq. (16)
is that one can prove that Snl is a resource-theoretically
valid measure of Bell nonlocality with the same recipe
as for the REs of entanglement [36] or steering [20]. This
leads to the following result, proven in App. D.
Theorem 8 (Bell monotonicity of the RE of nonlocality) The
RE of Bell nonlocality Snl is a Bell nonlocality monotone.
VI. CONNECTION TO THE STATISTICAL STRENGTH
OF NONLOCALITY PROOFS
In Ref. [24], van Dam, Grunwald, and Gill (vDGG)
introduced an information-theoretic measure of the sta-
tistical strength of non-local behaviors as Bell nonlo-
cality proofs, named the statistical strength of nonlocality
proofs. For any nonlocal behavior P NL ∈ NS, this mea-
sure quantifies the minimum statistical confidence that
an output sample generated by P NL gives in support of
the hypothesis HNL that the outputs have indeed been
generated from P NL and against the hypothesis HL that
the data have been produced by any behavior P L ∈ L,
when the inputs are chosen according to a probability
distribution D, and maximising over D. vDGG pro-
posed three variants, given by three different constraints
on the allowed input distributionD:
Su(P NL) := min
P L∈L
S
(
P NL ·D(u)‖P L ·D(u)
)
, (22a)
Suc(P NL) := max
D∈UC
min
P L∈L
S (P NL ·D‖P L ·D) , (22b)
Sc(P NL) :=max
D
min
P L∈L
S (P NL ·D‖P L ·D) . (22c)
The labels u, uc, and c, stand respectively for uniform,
uncorrelated, and correlated. D(u) is the uniform prob-
ability distribution of settings, with elements Iu(x, y) =
1/s2 for all x, y ∈ [s]. The maximisation in Eq. (22b)
is restricted to the subset UC := {D : D = DX ·DY }
of all probability distributions of uncorrelated settings
chosen independently with arbitrary local distributions
DX and DY . In contrast, the maximisation in Eq. (22c)
runs over the whole the simplex of all probability dis-
tributions D, including those for which the inputs are
correlated.
We note, also, that, in Ref. [18], measures analogous to
(22a) and (22c) have been considered for contextuality.
A. Interpretation of the three variants of the strength of
nonlocality proofs
vDGG interprete the three variants in Eq. (22) in terms
of a two-player game. One of the players, QUANTUM,
supporter of the hypothesis HNL, wants to convince the
other one, CLASSICAL, supporter of HL, that HNL is
true and HL is false. To this end, QUANTUM takes a
box with nonlocal behavior P NL /∈ L, chooses its inputs
according to a distributionD, and samples outputs from
it. The more distinguishable the resulting input-output
distribution is from any one generated by a local behav-
ior P L ∈ L, for the same input distribution D, the more
evident it becomes for CLASSICAL that QUANTUM is
right. In turn, each of the variants in Eq. (22) measures
the optimal (over D) asymptotic statistical confidence
in HNL when QUANTUM is allowed to choose the in-
puts uniformly, uncorrelated or arbitrarily. Of all three
definitions, vDGG favour Eq. (22b), corresponding to
uncorrected inputs, as the most reasonable one. On
the one hand, the authors see no physical reason why
QUANTUM should restrict to uniformly chosen inputs
to rightfully convince CLASSICAL. On the other one,
they argue that using generic (possibly correlated) in-
puts makes QUANTUM’s case weaker, as it could give
CLASSICAL the impression that some hidden commu-
nication between Alice and Bob might be taking place.
While it is certainly true that choosing inputs uni-
formly is unnecessarily restrictive, we find the restric-
tion to uncorrelated inputs unnecessary too. As is well
known, correlations between Alice and Bob’s inputs
cannot be used by QUANTUM to fake nonlocality using
a local behavior (see, e.g., Ref. [37]. What could, in con-
trast, be used to cheat CLASSICAL are correlations be-
tween the inputs and the hidden variable [38]. However,
such correlations are totally independent of whether the
inputs are uniform, uncorrelated, or correlated. Thus,
we see no reason why QUANTUM should restrict to
independent inputs to rightfully convince CLASSICAL.
As for what game-theoretic interpretations concerns, we
view Eq. (22c), corresponding to generic inputs, as the
most reasonable definition of all three.
On the other hand, from a resource-theoretic perspec-
tive, QUANTUM’s point should be made based on non-
locality measures in the sense of Defs. 5 and 7. That
is, the statistical strength of nonlocality proofs should
be quantified by a Bell nonlocality monotone. Other-
wise, one may run into situations where the statistical
strength is ill-defined. To see this, suppose that QUAN-
TUM takes, as nonlocality proof, a given nonlocal be-
havior P NL /∈ L. According to Eqs. (22), its statis-
8tical strength of nonlocality should be Si(P NL), where
the subindex i can represent any of three input-choice
strategies. However, before generating the outputs,
QUANTUM has the freedom of modifying his nonlo-
cality proof by having Alice and Bob apply a free wiring
W to it, for instanceW ∈ LOSR orW ∈ WPICC. CLAS-
SICAL cannot complain about this, since, by definition,
W cannot create nonlocality, but the statistical strength
would then change from Si(P NL) to Si (W(P NL)), which
may be greater than Si(P NL). Furthermore, this process
could be repeated indefinitely, obtaining every time, ac-
cording to Eqs. (22), a different (wiring-dependent)
value of the statistical strength. This problem is circum-
vented if the statistical strength is defined so as to satisfy
nonlocality monotonicity.
B. Monotonicity/non-monotonicity of the strengths of
nonlocality
We next study whether the three variants of the
strength of nonlocality proofs given by Eqs. (22) are Bell
nonlocality monotones. First of all, note that [24]
Snl = Sc (23)
(see App. E for an explicit proof). Hence, the monotonic-
ity of Sc follows automatically from Theorem 8. On the
other hand, for Su and Suc, monotonicity is addressed
by the following two lemmas, which we prove in Apps.
F and G.
Theorem 9 (Non-monotonicity of Su) Su is not an LOSR
monotone. Hence, it is, in addition, neither a WPICC mono-
tone nor a Bell nonlocality monotone.
Theorem 10 (Monotonicity of Suc) Suc is a Bell nonlocality
monotone.
The fact that Su is not monotone under free wirings
rules it out as a resource-theoretic consistent candidate
for the statistical strength of nonlocality. In contrast, Suc
is consistent with both resource theories of Bell nonlo-
cality, the one based on LOSR as well as that based on
WPICC. Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning that our
proof of Thm. 10 directly relies on the fact that the
hypothesis HL against one is testing is that P NL /∈ L
(see App. G) and does not work against stronger hy-
potheses. For instance, imagine the hypothetical sit-
uation of a third player, POST-QUANTUM, supporter
of the hypothesis HPQ that the data have been gener-
ated by a post-quantum no-signaling behavior P PQ ∈
NS \ Q and against the hypothesis HQ that they have
been produced by any quantum behavior PQ ∈ Q.
POST-QUANTUM wants to convince QUANTUM that
quantum theory is violated and offers P PQ as a post-
quantumness proof. The analogous of Eq. (22b) relevant
for such scenario would then be
S
(Q)
uc (P PQ) := max
D∈UC
min
P Q∈Q
S (P PQ ·D‖PQ ·D) . (24)
Accordingly, monotonicity of should be shown under
quantum wirings, defined analogously to in Eq. (7) but
with the inputs and outputs wired to boxes inQ in stead
of L. The proof of monotonicity given in App. G (specif-
ically, Lem. 13 there) does not hold for S(Q)uc under quan-
tum wirings. We leave as an open question whether S(Q)uc
is a monotone under quantum wirings.
VII. DISCUSSION
We would like to finish with a few relevant remarks
about our results and some open questions. First of
all, at first blush, Thm. 3 (our central theorem), which
proves non-monotonicity of the behavior relative en-
tropy Snl under WPICC wirings, may give the impres-
sion that it could be possible to increase the distin-
guishability of a given nonlocal behavior from the local
ones by a WPICC wiring. This would be directly rel-
evant, e.g., for nonlocality certification. However, we
know from Thm. 8, which proves WPICC monotonic-
ity of the relative entropy of nonlocality Snl, that such
an increase is impossible. Interestingly,WPICCmanages
to increase Sb but within subspaces of bounded Snl. In
fact, the two exemplary behaviorsP andP ′ given in the
proof of Thm. 3, whose relative entropy increases under
a WPICC wiring, are both local, i.e., both have zero Snl.
While we have not seriously attempted to find non-local
behaviors, or a local and a nonlocal ones, for which Sb
increases under WPICCs, we would not be surprised if
such examples were found. A possible search strategy
for them could be to consider convex combinations of
the exemplary behaviors of the proof of Thm. 3, and
similar WPICC wirings too, and numerically optimise
the measurement settings to assess Sb.
Second, as already mentioned, another consequence
of Thm. 3 is that a bona fide measure of the overall dis-
tinguishability between behaviors must explicitly take
into account that behaviors are multi-partite objects for
which some of the inputs can be chosen depending on
the outputs of other users.
Third, concerning the strength of nonlocality proofs,
operational consistency demands that its definition in-
corporates Bell nonlocality monotonicity as a built-in
property. We have shown that the variant for which the
inputs are sampled from the uniform distribution does
not fulfil this. The other two variants introduced in Ref.
[24], with correlated and uncorrelated inputs, are both
Bell nonlocality monotones, although (as an interesting
side remark) it is an open question whether the variant
with uncorrelated inputs would be consistent with an
operational framework with quantum wirings. Either
way, from the latter two variants, the fully general one
allowing for correlated inputs seems the most appropri-
ate to us. On the one hand, we find the restriction to
uncorrelated inputs unnecessary and, on the other one,
the variant with correlated inputs coincide with the Snl
as defined directly in terms of Sb.
9Fourth, as we have discussed, since L is closed un-
der both LOSR andWPICC, from the mathematical point
of view, both classes can be taken as valid free opera-
tions for Bell nonlocality. However, from the physical
viewpoint, one class could be more appropriate than the
other for some situation. This depends on the natural
physical constraints native of the specific task for which
the nonlocal correlations are serving as resource. For
instance, since WPICC allows for communication about
inputs and outputs of the initial box, it is legitimate
to ask wether WPICC can indeed be allowed in – say
– quantum-key distribution. There, depending on the
protocol, security constraints might impose LOSR over
WPICC as the adequate class of harmless operations.
In conclusion, from a fundamental perspective, our
work reveals unexpected features of the internal ge-
ometry of the set of wirings and characterises the con-
nections between the two resource-theoretic paradigms
for Bell nonlocality. From an applied one, in turn, our
findings may be relevant to the operational task of dis-
tinguishing black-box measurement devices from a re-
stricted set of measurement settings. This may for in-
stance be the case in nonlocality certification within
cryptographic protocols. There, one may be interested
in certifying a nonlocal target behavior from the same
measurements used in the protocol, so that a potential
Eavesdropper does not know which experimental runs
are used for the protocol itself and which ones for the
certification.
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Appendix A: Parametrisation of the class WPICC
Here we derive the explicit analytic parametrisation
of a generic wiringWWPICC ∈ WPICC, whose simplified
form is given in Eq. (8). To this end, we use a general
decision tree. During the preparation phase, the experi-
menters decide, using shared randomness, if Alice mea-
sures first, if Bob measures first, or if no-one measures.
For the first two cases, the user that measures first com-
municates to the other one his/her chosen input (x or y)
as well his/her obtained output (a or b). Then, condi-
tioned on the two communicated dits, the other user de-
cides whether or not to measure. This gives altogether
5 different cases, and a generic WPICC wiring allows,
of course, for probabilistic mixings of all five branches.
The branch where no-one measures during the prepa-
ration leads, by definition, to an LOSR overall resulting
wiring. For the two branches where both users measure
during the preparation (either Alice first and Bob second
or vice versa), the users end up the preparation phase
with the correlated random dits a, x, b, and y. One may
be tempted to think that the latter two branches also re-
sult in an overall LOSR wiring, but this is not the case,
as we show next.
Let us first group the five cases into three main
branches and analyse the transformations experienced
by P 0, due to both preparation and measurement
phases, along each branch:
• Both Alice and Bob measure their initial boxes. Sup-
pose Bob measures first. That is, he chooses y
according to a single-partite probability distribu-
tion DY . His box thus outputs b with probability
P0(b|y), given by his marginal behavior from P 0.
He sends both dits y and b to Alice. She, in turn,
chooses x according to a single-partite probability
distributionDX|b,y , which explicitly depends on b
and y, and obtains a with conditional probability
P0(a|x, b, y). In general, Alice can also communi-
cate her dits x and a to Bob, so both parties finish
the preparation phase with all four dits. Since the
initial inputs are already chosen, the resulting be-
havior is a joint probability distribution P (B→A)0
with outputs only (a, b, x, and y), whose elements
are:
P
(B→A)
0 (a, x, b, y) = DY (y)P0(b|y)DX|b,y(x)
× P0(a|x, b, y)
= DY (y)P0(a, b|x, y)DX|b,y(x).(A1)
Clearly, since it has no inputs, the resulting behav-
ior P (B→A)0 has a local-hidden variable model. Fi-
nally, in the measurement phase, P (B→A)0 under-
goes the most generic LOSR wiring acting on be-
haviors without inputs and for which both users
know each other‘s initial dits. This is explicitly
parametrised by P (B→A)f = W(B→A)LOSR
(
P
(B→A)
0
)
,
with
P
(B→A)
f (α, β|χ, ψ) :=
∑
a,b,x,y
O
(L)
a,b,x,y(α, β|χ, ψ)
×P (B→A)0 (a, b|x, y). (A2)
For each a, b ∈ [r] and x, y ∈ [s], O(L)a,b,x,y is a local
behavior (with respect to α and β as outputs and χ
and ψ as inputs) that depends arbitrarily on a, b, x,
and y, reflecting the fact that both users know each
other‘s initial dits. Clearly, since P (B→A)0 ∈ L, the
final behaviorP (B→A)f is also in L. To end up with,
if Alice measures first, one obtains the final behav-
ior P (A→B)f ∈ L, defined analogously to P (B→A)f .
• Either Alice or Bob measures her/his initial box. Sup-
pose it is Bob who makes the measurement. Pre-
cisely, Fig. 1 b) represents an example of this sit-
uation. In this case, Bob’s actions are the same as
in the previous branch. Alice, in contrast, does not
measure her device until the measurement phase,
but she holds a copy of Bob‘s dits b and y. The
resulting behavior P (B)0 has a single input (x, on
Alice‘s side) and its elements are:
P
(B)
0 (a, b, y|x) = DY (y)P0(a, b|x, y). (A3)
Clearly, since only one side has inputs, the re-
sulting behavior P (B)0 has a local-hidden variable
model too. Finally, in the measurement phase,
P
(B)
0 undergoes the most generic LOSR wiring on
behaviors with inputs only on Alice‘s side and for
which Alice knows the Bob‘s initial dits. This is
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parametrised by P (B)f =W(B)LOSR
(
P
(B)
0
)
, with
P
(B)
f (α, β|χ, ψ) :=
∑
a,b,x,y
O
(L)
b,y(α, β|a, x, χ, ψ)
×P (B)0 (a, b, y|x)× I(A)b,y (x|χ). (A4)
For each b ∈ [r] and y ∈ [s], O(L)b,y is a local be-
havior (with respect to α and β as outputs and a,
x, χ, and ψ as inputs) and I(A)b,y is a single-partite
behavior. Both depend arbitrarily on b and y, re-
flecting the fact that Alice knows Bob‘s initial dits.
Clearly, since P (B)0 ∈ L, the final behavior P (B)f is
also in L. To end up with, if it is instead Alice who
measures, one obtains the final behavior P (A)f ∈ L,
defined analogously to P (B)f .
• None of the parties measures in the preparation
phase. In this case, both parties apply directly
an LOSR wiring, leading to the final behavior
P f = WLOSR(P 0), with W(None)LOSR a generic wiring
in LOSR.
As mentioned above, probabilistic mixtures of all five
cases are admitted in general, leading to the final expres-
sion
WWPICC(P 0) = pA→BW(A→B)LOSR (P (A→B)0 ) + pB→AW(B→A)LOSR (P (B→A)0 )
+ pAWALOSR(PA0 ) + pBWBLOSR(PB0 ) + pNoneW(None)(P 0), (A5)
with pA→B , pB→A, pA, pB , pNone ≥ 0 and pA→B + pB→A + pA + pB + pNone = 1. Making, next, in Eq. (A5), the
identifications p := 1− p(None) and
L(P 0) :=
1
p
[
pA→BW(A→B)LOSR (P (A→B)0 ) + pB→AW(B→A)LOSR (P (B→A)0 ) + pAWALOSR(PA0 ) + pBWBLOSR(PB0 )
]
, (A6)
one arrives at Eq. (8). Note that L(P 0) ∈ L for all P 0 ∈
NS, because each term in Eq. (A6) is a behavior in L.
Appendix B: Proof of Thm. 2
Note first that all wirings WGW ∈ GW treat the bi-
partite boxes P and P ′ as if they were monopartite
boxes with single-partite inputs i = (x, y) and output
o = (a, b). Similarly, we also make the identifications
φ = (χ, ψ) and γ = (α, β). With this notation, we must
show that Eq. (17) holds using that P f = WGW (P 0),
with
Pf(γ|φ) :=
∑
o,i
O(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ). (B1)
Using Eqs. (14) and (16), we write
Sb(WGW(P )|WGW(P ′)) = max
φ
∑
γ
Pf (γ|φ) log
(
Pf (γ|φ)
P ′f (γ|φ)
)
= max
φ
∑
γ
∑
o,i
O(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ) log
(∑
o,iO(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ)∑
o,iO(γ|o, i, φ)P ′0(o|i) I(i|φ)
)
(B2)
≤ max
φ
∑
γ
∑
o,i
O(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ) log
(
O(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ)
O(γ|o, i, φ)P ′0(o|i) I(i|φ)
)
(B3)
= max
φ
∑
γ
∑
o,i
O(γ|o, i, φ)P0(o|i) I(i|φ) log
(
P0(o|i)
P ′0(o|i)
)
(B4)
= max
φ
∑
o,i
P0(o|i) I(i|φ) log
(
P0(o|i)
P ′0(o|i)
)
(B5)
= max
φ
∑
i
Wi(i|φ)S(P (·, i)‖P ′(·, i)) (B6)
≤ max
i
S(P (·, i)‖P ′(·, i)) (B7)
= Sb(P ‖P ′), (B8)
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where (B2) follows from (B1); (B3) from the well-known property that
∑
i xi log(
∑
i xi/
∑
i yi) ≤
∑
i xi log(xi/yi) if
xi ≥ 0 and yi ≥ 0 ∀i; (B4) from basic algebra; (B5) from summing over γ and using that the probability distributions
are normalized; (B6) from Eq. (14); (B7) from the fact that the average is smaller than the largest value; and (B8) from
Eq. (16).
Appendix C: Proof of Thm. 3
Our proof strategy consists of constructing two con-
crete behaviors P 0, P ′0 ∈ NS and a concrete wiring
WWPICC ∈ WPICC such that Eq. (18) is fulfilled. In
fact, our construction takes place in the simple sce-
nario of rA = rB = sA = 2 and sB = 1. That is,
we consider a single input for Bob. Explicitly, P 0 =
{P0(a, b|x)}a,b∈[2], x∈[2] andP ′0 = {P ′0(a, b|x)}a,b∈[2], x∈[2].
For 0 <  < 12 , we choose the components of P 0 and P
′
0
as:
P0(a, b|x) x = 0 x = 1
a = 0, b = 0 12 −  12 − 
a = 1, b = 0  
a = 0, b = 1  
a = 1, b = 1 12 −  12 − 
P ′0(a, b|x) x = 0 x = 1
a = 0, b = 0  12 − 
a = 1, b = 0 12 −  
a = 0, b = 1  12 − 
a = 1, b = 1 12 −  
As the reader can immediately verify, both distribu-
tions are well-normalized. In addition, P0(b|x = 0) =
P0(b|x = 1) and P ′0(b|x = 0) = P ′0(b|x = 1), which im-
plies that the behaviors are no-signaling. This, together
with the fact that Bob has a single input, implies that ,
so that P 0 and P 0 are actually in L.
Let us first give some intuition of why one
expect that (18) can hold for these distributions.
Sb(P 0‖P ′0) = maxx S
(
P 0(·, ·|x)‖P ′0(·, ·|x)
)
measures
the distinguishability between the output distributions
resulting from P 0 and P ′0 when the input is fixed at x,
maximised over x. Note that, due to the fact that P 0 is
independent of x and the symmetries of P ′0, they are
equally indistinguishable for x = 0 and x = 1. Let
us analyse how distinguishable they are for each input
value: For x = 0, when b = 1 the resulting distribu-
tions over a are the same, whereas they are different for
b = 0 (see the first column of the tables). In turn, for
x = 1, when b = 0 the resulting distributions over a are
the same, whereas they are different for b = 1 (see the
second column of the tables). Now, consider the follow-
ing wiringWWPICC ∈WPICC: In the preparation phase,
Bob presses the only button of his initial box (he has no
choice of settings for this, since sb = 1), obtains the bit b
as output, and sends it to Alice. In the measurement
phase, in turn, Alice receives the input χ of her final
box, ignores it, and chooses the input to her initial box
as x = b. There are then no further wirings and the final
outputs are simply α = a and β = b. By doing this, Alice
and Bob avoid the cases (x = 0, b = 1) and (x = 1, b = 0)
for which P 0 and P ′0 behave the same. Heuristically,
we expect that this transformation should increase the
distinguishability. Let us next prove it rigorously.
First, we re-write the right-hand side of (18) as
Sb
(
P 0‖P ′0
)
= max
x
S
(
P 0(·, ·|x)‖P ′0(·, ·|x)
)
= S
(
P 0(·, ·|0)‖P ′0(·, ·|0)
)
=
∑
a, b
P0(a, b|0) log
(
P0(a, b|0)
P ′0(a, b|0)
)
=
(
1
2
− 2
)
log
( 1
2 − 

)
. (C1)
The above-mentioned wiring is such that the number of
inputs and outputs is preserved, i.e. rAf = rBf = sAf =
2 and sBf = 1. The final behaviors are in turn given by
P f =WGW (P 0) and P ′f =WGW
(
P ′0
)
, with
Pf (a, b|χ) =P0(a, b|b) ∀ a, b, χ ∈ [2], (C2a)
P ′f (a, b|χ) =P ′0(a, b|b) ∀ a, b, χ ∈ [2]. (C2b)
We emphasise that both final behaviors are independent
of χ, since Alice chooses the input to her initial box as
x = b ignoring the value of the final input χ. Explic-
itly, the resulting components of the final behaviors are
given by the following tables.
Pf(a, b|χ) χ = 0 χ = 1
a = 0, b = 0 12 −  12 − 
a = 1, b = 0  
a = 0, b = 1  
a = 1, b = 1 12 −  12 − 
P ′f (a, b|χ) χ = 0 χ = 1
a = 0, b = 0  
a = 1, b = 0 12 −  12 − 
a = 0, b = 1 12 −  12 − 
a = 1, b = 1  
Comparing either of the two columns of the tables
(both columns are equal, since they are independent of
χ), it is clear that they are more distinguishable that ei-
ther of the two the columns of the initial tables. Indeed,
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using Eqs. (C2), we compute the left-hand side of (18):
Sb
(
P f‖P ′f
)
= max
χ
S
(
P f(·, ·|χ)‖P ′f(·, ·|χ)
)
= S
(
P f(·, ·|0)‖P ′f(·, ·|0)
)
=
∑
a, b
Pf(a, b|0) log
(
Pf(a, b|0)
P ′f (a, b|0)
)
=
∑
a, b
P0(a, b|b) log
(
P0(a, b|b)
P ′0(a, b|b)
)
= 2
(
1
2
− 2
)
log
( 1
2 − 

)
= 2Sb
(
P 0‖P ′0
)
, (C3)
with Sb
(
P 0‖P ′0
)
given by Eq. (C1). As we see, the RE
between the final behaviors doubles the RE between the
initial ones.
As a final remark, we note that similar examples can
be found for behaviors with larger alphabets. Interest-
ingly, there, the RE can increase unboundedly with the
size of the alphabets.
Appendix D: Proof of Thm. 8
Let us first see that Snl is a LOSR monotone. This fol-
lows from Thm. 2, which implies that Sb is contractive
under LOSR wirings, together with Def. 5 and property
(6). Then, we show that Snl is convex, which, by virtue
of Lemma 6, implies that Snl is also a WPICC mono-
tone. Convexity of Snl follows straightforwardly from
the convexity of Sb. We show this explicitly in the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 11 (Convexity of Snl) The relative entropy of nonlo-
cality Snl is convex. That is,
Snl
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′) ≤ µSnl (P ) + (1− µ)Snl (P ′) ,
(D1)
for all 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and all P , P ′ ∈ NS.
PROOF Let P¯ ∗ = P¯ ∗(µ) be such that
Snl
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′) = Sb (µP + (1− µ)P ′‖P¯ ∗),
i.e., the optimal local behavior minimising Eq. (21).
Equivalently, let P ∗ and P ′∗ be the optimal local
behavior minimizing Snl (P ) and Snl
(
P ′
)
respectively.
Then
Snl
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′)
:= Sb
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′‖P¯ ∗
)
≤ Sb
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′‖µP ∗ + (1− µ)P ′∗)
≤ max
x,y∈[s]
[
µS (P (·, ·|x, y)‖P ∗(·, ·|x, y))
+ (1− µ)S (P ′(·, ·|x, y)‖P ′∗(·, ·|x, y)) ] (D2)
≤ µSb(P ‖P ∗) + (1− µ)Sb(P ′‖P ′∗) (D3)
=: µSnl (P ) + (1− µ)Snl
(
P ′
)
where (D2) follows from Eq. (16) and joint-convexity
of S and (D3) from Eq. (16) and from maximising the
values of x and y for each term independently. 
Appendix E: Proof that Snl = Sc
Note that, since the simplex of generic bipartite prob-
ability distributions I is a convex set, von-Neumman
minimax theorem implies that the order of the maximi-
sation and the minimisation in Eq. (22c) is irrelevant
[24]. That is, for any P NL ∈ NL,
Sc(P NL) :=max
I
min
P L∈L
S (P NL ·D‖P L ·D)
= min
P L∈L
max
I
S (P NL ·D‖P L ·D)
= min
P L∈L
Sb (P NL‖P L) , (E1)
where Eq. (16) has been used in the last equality. As
evident from Eq. (21), the last term is precisely Snl(P NL).
Appendix F: Proof of Thm. 9
The proof is by construction. That is, we find a
concrete behavior P 0 ∈ Q and a concrete wiring
WLOSR ∈ LOSR, such that Su (P f) > Su(P 0), where
P f =WLOSR(P 0).
To this end, let us first consider the Bell scenario
where s = sf = 4 and r = rf = 2, i.e., four inputs and
two outputs for both initial and final behaviors. There,
we takeP 0 as equal to the so-called Tsirelson box, for in-
put values x, y ∈ {0, 1}, and to the white-noise uniform
distribution, for input values x, y ∈ {2, 3}. That is, the
components of P 0 are
P0(a, b|x, y) x× y = 0 x× y = 1 x× y > 1
a = 0, b = 0 p2
1−p
2
1
4
a = 1, b = 0 1−p2
p
2
1
4
a = 0, b = 1 1−p2
p
2
1
4
a = 1, b = 1 p2
1−p
2
1
4
,
where p = 12 +
1
2
√
2
. A possible physical realisation of
this behavior is to have Alice and Bob perform adequate
quantum measurements on a maximally entangled 2-
qubit state for two inputs and simply output a random
bit for the other two inputs.
Then, as our exemplary wiring, we consider WLOSR
given by Eq. (7) with the input box chosen as
I(L)(x, y|χ, ψ) =
{
δ(x, χ) δ(y, ψ) : if χ× ψ ≤ 1,
δ (x, |χ|2) δ (y, |ψ|2) : if χ× ψ > 1,
(F1)
where δ stands for the Kronecker delta and | |2
for modulo 2, and the output box chosen as
O(L)(α, β|a, b, x, y, χ, ψ) = δ(α, a) δ(β, b) for all x, y,
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χ, and ψ. Applying this map to P 0 gives the final
behavior P f, of elements:
Pf (α, β|χ, ψ) χ, ψ ∈ S1 χ, ψ ∈ S2
α = 0, β = 0 p2
1−p
2
α = 1, β = 0 1−p2
p
2
α = 0, β = 1 1−p2
p
2
α = 1, β = 1 p2
1−p
2
,
where the setting sets S1 := {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3),
(1, 0), (1, 2), (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 0), (3, 2)} and
S2 := {(1, 1), (1, 3), (3, 1), (3, 3)} have been introduced.
Note that
P f(·, ·|χ, ψ) = P 0(·, ·|χ, ψ) ∀ χ, ψ s. t. χ× ψ ≤ 1. (F2)
Next, we find a lower bound to Su(P f) that will be
seen to be greater than Su(P 0) below. To this end, we
note, using Eq. (22a), that
Su(P f) =
min
P L∈L
1
16
∑
χ,ψ
S (P f(·, ·|χ, ψ)‖P L(·, ·|χ, ψ)) =
1
16
min
P L∈L
4∑
i=1
∑
(χ,ψ)∈Ki
S (P f(·, ·|χ, ψ)‖P L(·, ·|χ, ψ)) ≥
1
16
4∑
i=1
min
P
(i)
L ∈L
∑
(χ,ψ)∈Ki
S
(
P f(·, ·|χ, ψ)‖P (i)L (·, ·|χ, ψ)
)
,(F3)
where K1 := {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1,1)},
K2 := {(0, 2), (0, 3), (1, 2), (1,3)}, K3 :=
{(2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (3,1)} and K4 :=
{(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3,3)}. The four measurement
settings in bold are the ones belonging to the set S2
above. All other settings belong to S1. This, by inspec-
tion of the table for Pf (α, β|χ, ψ) above, implies that the
four terms in (F3) are actually equal. Hence,
Su(P f) ≥ 1
4
min
P L∈L
∑
(χ,ψ)∈K1
S (P f(·, ·|χ, ψ)‖P L(·, ·|χ, ψ))
=
1
4
min
P L∈L
∑
χ×ψ≤1
S (P f(·, ·|χ, ψ)‖P L(·, ·|χ, ψ)) .
(F4)
Finally, we find an upper bound to Su(P 0) that is
smaller than the right-hand-side of Eq. (F4). For this,
it is convenient to introduce a behavior P˜ ∈ L, in the
restricted r = 2 = s scenario, such that∑
x×y≤1
S
(
P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P˜ (·, ·|x, y)
)
=
min
P L∈L
∑
x×y≤1
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P L(·, ·|x, y)). (F5)
That is, P˜ ∈ Lminimises the (uniform input) RE with re-
spect toP 0 for the restricted subset of inputs (x, y) ∈ K1.
With this, we construct an educated guess P ∗ ∈ L of
the actual optimal local behavior for P 0 for generic in-
puts, i.e., the one attaining the minimisation that defines
Su(P 0). We define P ∗ so as to coincide with P˜ over the
restricted input setK1 and with the white-noise uniform
distribution over the other inputs. That is,
P ∗(a, b|x, y) :=
{
P˜ (a, b|x, y) : if x× y ≤ 1,
1/4 : if x× y > 1, (F6)
for all a, b ∈ [2]. Then, it holds that
Su(P 0) :=
1
16
min
P L∈L
∑
x,y
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P L(·, ·|x, y))
≤ 1
16
∑
x,y
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P ∗(·, ·|x, y))
=
1
16
[ ∑
x×y≤1
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P ∗(·, ·|x, y))
+
∑
x×y>1
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P ∗(·, ·|x, y))
]
=
1
16
∑
x×y≤1
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P ∗(·, ·|x, y)) (F7)
=
1
16
∑
x×y≤1
S
(
P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P˜ (·, ·|x, y)
)
(F8)
=
1
16
min
P L∈L
∑
x×y≤1
S (P 0(·, ·|x, y)‖P L(·, ·|x, y)) , (F9)
where equality (F7) follows from the fact thatP 0 andP ∗
coincide when x × y > 1 (they are both equal to the flat
distribution), (F8) from the fact that, by construction of
P ∗, P ∗ and P˜ coincide over the restricted input set K1,
and equality (F9) from the definition of P˜ in Eq. (F5).
The last step is simply to note, using Eqs. (F2), (F9),
and (F4), that
Su(P f) ≥ 4Su(P 0) > Su(P 0), (F10)
which shows the theorem’s claim.
Appendix G: Proof of Thm. 10
Here, we show that Suc, as defined in Eq. (22c), is a
Bell nonlocality monotone. To this end, we first show
that it is a LOSRmonotone and then that it is convex. By
virtue of Thm. 6 and Def. 7, these two facts prove the
theorem.
To show monotonicity, it is convenient to introduce a
subclass of LOSR wirings called uncorrelated local opera-
tions assisted by shared randomness, denoted asUCLOSR ⊂
LOSR. It is composed of all wirings WUCLOSR explicitly
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parametrised by P f =WUCLOSR (P 0), with
Pf(α, β|χ, ψ) :=
∑
a,b,x,y
O(UC)(α, β|a, b, x, y, χ, ψ)×
P0(a, b|x, y)× I(UC)(x, y|χ, ψ),
(G1)
where I(UC) := I(A) · I(B)i and O(UC) := O(A) ·O(B) are
uncorrelated local boxes composed of independent local
behaviors for Alice and Bob:
I(A) := {I(A)(x|χ)}x∈[s], χ∈[sf ],
O(A) := {O(A)(α|a, x, χ)}α∈[rf ], a∈[r], x∈[s], χ∈[sf ],
I(B) := {I(B)(y|ψ)}y∈[s], ψ∈[sf ],
O(B) := {O(B)(β|b, ψ, y)}β∈[rf ], b∈[r], y∈[s], ψ∈[Sf ].
Then, the following fact is true.
Lemma 12 (UCLOSR monotonicity of Suc) Let P ∈ NS be
any no-signaling behavior. Then
Suc (WUCLOSR(P )) ≤ Suc (P ) (G2)
for allWUCLOSR ∈ UCLOSR.
The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to the
one of Thm. 2.
In addition, using Eqs. (4) and (7), one immediately
proves the following fact.
Lemma 13 EveryWLOSR ∈ LOSR can be decomposed as
WLOSR =
∑
λ
p(λ)W(λ)UCLOSR, (G3)
whereW(λ)UCLOSR ∈ UCLOSR for all λ.
Note that, if Suc, lemmas 12 and 13 together imply LOSR
monotonicity of Suc. So, the only missing ingredient is
to show convexity of Suc, which we do next.
Lemma 14 (Convexity of Suc) The statistical strength Suc is
convex. That is,
Suc
(
µP + (1− µ)P ′) ≤ µSuc (P ) + (1− µ)Suc (P ′) ,
(G4)
for all 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and all P , P ′ ∈ NS.
The proof of this lemma is totally analogous to that of
Lem. 11.
